Assemble and Care Instructions for
Kerosene Lamp (with electric burner)
Assembling the Lamp:
1.) Inspect the lamp body and chimney
condition, making sure there are no cracks,
chips, or other conditions which would
make the lamp unfit for use. Inspect the
burner for proper function (make sure the
cord does not have thin spots or exposed
wire).
2.) Attach burner to lamp body. Your
burner will thread onto the lamp body. The
burner may have an extra collar
attached on the bottom. This
superfluous collar should be removed.
Attach the burner to the lamp (collar) by
slowly turning the burner in a clock-wise
manner while lightly and evenly pressing
down. A good burner-to-collar fit will be
characterized by smoothly turning threads
and a snug fit when the base of the burner
threads fully fit into the top of the collar.
3.) Install light bulb. Do not exceed
recommended wattage. Make sure the
bulb will fit into the bottom of the
chimney.
4.) Mount the chimney by slipping its base
inside the springy tines that rise above the
burner. Try to apply light pressure to the tines as the chimney goes down so that the chimney will
be held in center of the burner. If the tines are bent, lightly bend them back to perpendicular so
that all 4 tines apply equal pressure on the chimney base.
Maintenance - Proper Maintenance is the key to longevity and proper operation of the lamp.
1.) Cord condition – Make sure the cord is not positioned to create a trip hazard. Do not pinch,
crimp, or strip the cord for any reason. If any wire should become exposed, the cord should not be
used for any reason.
2.) Chimney Temperature – The chimney should not be exposed to extreme changes in
temperature. Placing a cold chimney on a warm bulb can cause the chimney to crack or even
shatter.
3.) Bulbs – Do not exceed the recommended wattage. Use only Edison base bulbs.
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